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Two 20th Century surprises about the genome	


Transposable elements	

              (1950)	


Repetitive DNA	

      (1960)	




Transposons and repeats: the genomic majority	


>30% of genome transposon-derived	


Drosophila	


The “P element”, a DNA transposon, 
entered genome recently (~1950), spread 
throughout world populations	


Human	


mariner 	
 	
 53,000	

piggyBac 	
       500 	

P element                           0* 	


Full length copies	


mariner 	
 	
           0 -  5	

piggyBac 	
           0  - 10 	

P element                           0  - 15	


Full length copies	


*12 Thap genes derived from P transposase	




Transposons drive human evolution and 	

cancer cell evolution	


Hot and cold spots?	


Transposon-specific differences?	


Why do transposon-rich regions replicate late in S phase?	


But we know little about how transposons interact with the genome	




Drosophila genome project (1991-2001: NHGRI ) 

and gene disruption project (2001-present: NIGMS )	


Purpose: generate insertional mutants to determine gene function of 
all Drosophila genes	


Byproduct: the best data on how transposons interact with genomes	


PI’s:  genome project-               Gerry Rubin, Allan Spradling	

          gene disruption project-  Allan Spradling, Hugo Bellen, Roger Hoskins	




A simple experimental paradigm:	

Single element jumping screens:	


Advantages of this approach:	


W+	


W+	


Relatively unbiased	


Special markers to avoid silencing: yellow, rosy,	

Su(Var)’s	


Sequence flank	




How do you know which gene(s) are 
mutated?	


?	


Association of insertion lines with genes via their insertion site 
requires very high quality annotation.  Thank you NIGMS and 
modENCODE for funding annotation.	




To understand transposition: must map all 
insertions from a given starting element	


Most screens miss or throw away many insertions; for example, 
those in suppressive chromatin	


Insertions in repetitive DNA cannot always be uniquely mapped	


GDP used exceptional care in analyzing insertion sites, and in 
attempting to identify the correct sites for insertions whose flanks 
were mostly repetitive	


Estimates of insertion in centric heterochromatin probably are the 
best available, but many isertions were still undoubtedly missed	




Mapped events for three transposons 

P element piggyBac  Minos 
(mariner) 

70,593 insertions 17,397 insertions 10,171 insertions 

>2/3 of all Drosophila genes tagged	


Results for the research community:	


phiC31-based strategy underway for the rest	


Free distribution to the community by BDSC without MTA or 
strings;	


 > 250,000 stocks shipped per year from BDSC alone	




High quality subset for transposition study 

P pBac  Mar 

18,213 insertions 12,247 insertions 

EY 
c 
 

e 
 

f 

MB 

10,171 insertions 

 



Minos: the random transposon	


Minos element   
Integrates at TA 

MB 

Functions efficiently in Ciona, 
Clostridium, etc.	


Human SETMAR gene comprises a SET domain 
fused to mariner transposase.  	




λ= number of inserts	

number of bins	


Mariner elements transpose more 
randomly than pBac or P elemnets 

Divide genome into n bins 

P(n,λ) = λn e-λ 
n! 

0 1 2 3 4 5

λ = 1	


Mar	


pBac	


P	




Major effect on approach to saturation	


Mar	


pBac	


P	


Fraction of 
bins hit	




Mariner, like all 3 transposons, is recovered less frequently in 
PcG regulated domains	


Mar	

pBac	

P	


Deviation from random due to cold spots 	




Many PcG-regulated	

domains contain few 
insertions of MB, or 
the other transposons	


PcG	
M
ar	


pB
ac
	


P	


Bellen et al. (2011). 
Genetics188, 731-43.	




A few PcG domains appear exceptional	


Hit at expected levels by MB and piggyBac	


Conclude: repressive chromatin blocks transposition, and many 
PcG domains (as assayed in tissue culture, embryo or larval 
chromatin) are also repressive domains in germ line	


Mar	

pBac	

P	




Relation to “transposon-free 
regions” (TFRs) in mammalian genomes	


HOXA4-11   ANT-C, BX-D  Y           Y 
HOXB4-6   ANT-C   Y   Y 
HOXD8-13   BX-C    Y   Y 
DLX5    Distalless   Y   Y 
PAX6    ey, so    Y                     w 
NR2F1   sev    N                     N 
               

Human TFR	
 Drosophila ortholog	
 Dros PcG?	
 Transposition coldspot?	


Transposition in mammals may also avoid PcG domains	


Problem: must distinguish lack of transposition with 
marker suppression	




piggyBac ends 

piggyBac transposase gene lacks a 
promoter; it is expressed via protein 
trapping to an endogenous gene 

Domesticated piggyBac transposase genes are 
required for DNA elimination in Tetrahymena 
(Yao lab MBC 21, 1753) and Paramecium 
(Baudry et al. (2009) Genes Dev. 23, 2478).	


Human CSB-piggyBac transposon fusion gene 
binds 900 defective piggyBac elements in 
genome.  PiggyBac5: transposon encoded by 
exons	


No DNA synthesis required 
Transposase catalyzes cleavage at 
ends and genomic TTAA 
Sites, Hairpin formation, hairpin 
resolution, donor resolution 

piggyBac  
transposition 

piggyBac	




pBac (and P elements) prefer genes and 5’ ends	


Mar	


pBac	


P	




= membrane protein	


= receptor/channel	


piggyBac cold spots 
are enriched in 
membrane proteins and 
receptors	


M
ar	


pB
ac
	


P	




piggyBac hotspots-  
enriched for genes 
involved in growth 
and behavior?	


= neural development/ behavior	


= transcription/chromatin	


= growth regulation/apoptosis	

M

ar	


pB
ac
	


P	




piggyBac- the good transposon?	


Phylogenetically widespread, hence probably ancient	


Domesticated in ciliates to catalyze key events of macronuclear 
development 	


Lacks imprecise excision	


Has piggyBac adapted its insertional preferences to enhance 
beneficial and minimize deleterious effects on host?	




P element: the selfish transposon?	


Has rapidly spread throughout D. melanogaster populations 
worldwide in last 50 years	


1 element introduced into a single fly within a laboratory 
population spreads throughout population in a short time	




Transposition via cut and paste precludes simple copy number increase 

Limiting transposition to S phase 
Limiting transposition to replicated 
elements 
Recognizing unreplicated regions   

 preferentially as target sites 

S phase 

G2 phase 

or 

Repair from homolog Repair from sister 

2 potential 
mechanisms of 
increase:	


1. Starting site repair (proven)	


2. Replication timing 
(hypothetical)	


Conservative DNA transposons require 
special mechanisms to proliferate	




Almost all tissue-specific 
clustered genes are 
coldspots, but so are 
many other genes	


Top 24 P    hotspots 	
Strong P element promoter preference	


No shared biology between 
genes that act as hotspots	


Spradling et al. (2011). PNAS 108, 15948-53.	




Hotspots are unrelated to transcription in 
early germ cells	


P	




P element hotspots often correspond to 
replication origins defined by Orc binding	


P	




Hotspots are unrelated to transcription in 
early germ cells	


P	




P element enrichment correlates more 
strongly with origins than with promoters	


P	




Tandemly clustered genes usually lack ori’s	


P	


P	




P elements transpose preferentially to 
replication origins	


The origin preference can explain the strong promoter association 	


The origin preference can explain the lack of transposition in certain classes 
of genes that lack origins in germ cells	


Many origins used in tissue culture cells must also function in early germ cells	




Origin-association may help P elements 
spread by transposing during S phase	


Unactivated origins may repress transposition, limiting movement to replicated 
regions in S phase	


This ensures that a P element-containing homolog will be available for repair	




Origin association might also allow P 
elements to “time” replication	


no	
 yes	


later in	

early	


Recognizing part of the pre-initiation complex would distinguish unfired ori’s	


However, this would require the element to transpose to later firing origins	




The selfish drive of transposons to move from 
early firing to later firing origins may explain 
why heterochromatin is late replicating	


The same benefit would accrue to any transposon, not just to P elements	


Transposition into pre-existing elements in these regions could help explain the 
heterochromatin structure	


Genomes might place piRNA loci in late replicating regions to trick new mobile 
elements into inserting there 	




High transposon activity could explain the high 
frequency of tandemly repeated sequences in 
heterochromatin	


Transposon insertion in a tandem 
repeat stimulates unequal 
recombination and repeat number 
changes	


Thompson-Stewart et al. (1994) PNAS 
91, 9042. 	




However, an absolute preference for later 
origins might “trap” active elements	


At some frequency, a mechanism is needed to break the cycle, and return 
elements to earlier replicating regions	




Local transposition	


Discovered in maize >50 years ago;  common to many transposons 
including P elements	


30-70% of transpositions occur near the starting element (0- 200 kb; varies)	




Orientation preferences of local jumps	


Zhang and Spradling (1993) Genetics	

133: 361.	




Origin association suggests a simple model 
of local jumping	


For a short time after fork initiation, enough preinitiation proteins may 
remain at the diverging forks to attract insertion, like an unfired origin	


If elements prefer an asymmetric protein, such as PCNA (like Tn7), this 
would explain the orientation effect	
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